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MR. JENKINS LECTURES ON
LINCOLN.
(With apologies to George Washington.)
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providence was as a lamp at his feet.
He saw his tragic end before it came,
and subsequently he kept his house
in order. He made atonement and
redeemed the nation. He repaid the
blood drawn by war. He led his
countrymen into nobler ways, and
turned their faces towards a better
day. He put a beauty and priceless
value on liberty, and made his life a
stepping stone to nobler heights. He
stands before the people as a citizen
of the world. All men everywhere
unite to do him homage. Eulogies on
his life and character are written in
every tongue. Thoughts impoverish
themselves to praise him.
He servgd a God who hated the in_
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hum to work and he was ready for it.
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taught it and Christ was God. A

February twenty-third we were
permitted to have the Hon. Mr. Jenkins, of Portland, Indiana, to speak
to us in chapel. He gave us a splendid talk on Lincoln, which inspired us
with a greater appreciation for this
world's man than we had ever known
before.
In speaking of Lincoln, we are impressed with a deep sense of his dignity and pathos of moral destiny. He
rose above the masses as an oak, centuries old, rises above the shrubbery.
No slab or monument in memory of
,
this great man is necessary to be
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erected, for his name cannot be lost,
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as he is a man of Gods own purpose,
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and is the embodiment of the longings
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of a race. Through him the pent up
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passions hopes, and fears and undivided againgt itself
cannot
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possi i l les
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mini , stand_ Christ said this, and for God
found expression. He did what no
and humanity he would not fail, with
other man could do.
God's help, to unite the Union.
Great men do not come into the
In the future, in any land, the
world haphazardly. God waits until
the race faces a crisis, then he speaks mem°ry °f Lincoln touches a sacred
spot in the hearts of men, when they
and at his command, destiny gives is
sue to a great man. Hence came our remember his sacrifice. We cannot
great Abraham Lincoln. He was speak of him as we should, for he is

His life inspires a benediction. His
life contradicts all experience, for he
surpasses our understanding.
We cannot comprehend him by the
depths of the life from which he rose.
He was not learned himself, yet he
he spoke the most perfect English of
his time. He was ignorant of the
laws of rhetoric, yet he wrote with
great certainty. His state papers are
lofty and sublime. His writings have
become world classics. He is known
as no other great man of the world
js known. His biography has never
been properly written. Such was
Abraham Lincoln. Such
hfc lifq,
He was the nation's
such his death.
saviour, an embodiment of sacrifice.
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He kept the people s faces towards
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union, and under the inspiration of
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his actions the people became his
.
subjects for four years. He dwelt
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amid the glory of a supreme moral
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exaltation. He made it possible for
the army to be great. He made himself immortal by his Gettysburg address. He gave his life for his countrymen and atoned for the evils of
the country. He thus won fadeless
glory and has the greatest nation on
earth for his monument and glory—D. R. A.

GEORGE WASHINGTON.
born of plebian parentage, the poor- J" a large, sense not ours> for he be"
(By Dr. Paul
est of the poor. He was chosen from
to the world.
the narrow environment of his life to
The latter part of his life re
preserve forever the destiny of
a sembles the life of Christ. Success
'Watch ye, stand fast in the faith,
great nation, at the time of a great came to Lincoln, by the victory of the Quit ye like men, be strong."
crisis, when we were in civil strife. Union army at Appomattox, April
The United States does not celeHe filled
the highest commission 9, 1865. The war was over and the brate many birthdays of great men.
Americans could give and he won great burden lifted. The nation was We could easily overdo and allow
immortality. People were compelled not divided. This triumph made up large lists of heries to crowd out the
to yield to him because of his great for the happiness of a lifetime, practical. Of all the celebrations
wisdom. He had the rarest of com- Shortly after the life of a command- that we have, no one is more appromon sense. He was the complete er in history, was forever stilled. He priate than to celebrate the birthday
Master of the Ship, and so remained won success in his earthly life on 0f George Washington. There will
through the storm to the end. His Palm Sunday. In this respect his never be another man who will furpurposes were wisely conceived, and life compares with Christ. On Good nish in himself such a variety of exnover abondoned. He had one great Friday, Lincoln was martyred. Here periences, as a better text on which
purpose, and that was to save the again he is - compared to Christ, in to base an appeal to young men and
Union. Regarding this aim his ideas death. Here the parallel is complete, women of every generation,
were changeless. He was too wise to
go beyond the temperament of the
people he governed. He knew when |
to do things, and was patient, yet f
stern, when the occasion arose. He i
exercised vast powers and did not |
abuse them except on the side of
"Everything To Build Anything"
mercy. He loved the common people
and saved them when he could.
He was lonely and melancholy by
nature. Only his sublime faith in
Phone 211
Upland, Ind.
God kept him from breaking at times
with despair. God led him and His
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The normality of George Washing
ton is the best talking point. George

PENNSYLVANIA AUXILIARY

WE WILL ALLOW A

Special Discount
to all Taylor U. Students on
LADIES' READY-TO-WEAR
MEN S FURNISHINGS
SHOES AND DRY GOODS
"See Us First"

LOCAL NEWS.

BANQUET.

Washington was not a prodigy, but
On Saturday evening, February 21,
was typical of all the possibilities of
an average American. He was well a large number of Pennsylvanians and
guests gathered in the dining hall,
born and he enjoyed the advantages
for a banquet and get-together. We
that attended this face.
sat on the north side of the hall,
His state papers appeal greatly in which was decorated to suit the oc
prisoner cases, and show tremendous casion. About thirty-five towns were
named on pennants hanging on the
cleverness of argument.
George
wall. Every one received a paper cap,
Washington always gave out the best
hatchet, and candy cherries as sou
type of material. He had a good
venirs.
legal mind without being a lawyer.
Among the guests were, Dr. and
The whole world honors him as one
of the greatest soldiers. He is made Mrs. John Paul, Prof. B. R. Pogue
great because of his love for peace. and wife, and Mr. 0. Takechi, who re
•He was ever ready to sponsor a spectively represented the faculty,
movement which would put an end to alumni and Seniors. Fine remarks
war on earth. Bue he was rudely were given by the preceding gentle
awakened from this happy illusion by men.
war with great European powers. He
Prof. Bothwell and Prof. Miller,
is fittingly called the father of our both from our dear old state, gave
country as we who could take care -'erv interesting remarks, and the
of our affairs. He was a great sol latter gave us one of her original
dier without being a professional sol poems (which you can find at the
dier.
close of the article).
George Washington was cautious,
prudent and courageous, and yet he
was often misunderstood.
George
Washington represented conservatism.
His safety of position made him
free from the excesses of the French
Revolution, and made him free from
errors the others had to get over.
He controlled his spirit and seldom
lost his poise. He is a splendid pat
tern for America's young men in his
ideals of war, internationalism, fair
ness, honesty and reverence.
—D. R. A.
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Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Polhemus were
the guests of their daughter, Pharaba,
on Sunday, February 22nd.
Misses Frances Thomas and Vir
ginia Summers were at Marion last
week.
Miss Mabel Brenneman spent the
week-end of February 21st at her
home in Liberty Center, Indiana. '
Dr. Shoemaker, a student at Indiana
University, in Bloomington, Indiana,
spent a few days at Taylor. Miss
Shoemaker gave a very touching tes
timony in Chapel on Sunday after
noon.
Rev. and Mrs. L. Chester Lewis,
former graduates of Taylor, were with
us for a few days. Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis are missionaries in India, but
are on their furlough at present.
Miss Pharaba Polhemus spent a
few days at her home in DaleviTle,
Indiana. While at home she enter
tained one of her friends, a former
Taylor student, Miss Ella Marie Wil
liamson.

Mr R Clark closed the program,
Dr. W. C. Glasier, son Kenneth
after reading a very interesting let
Mr.
and Mrs. J. O. Masa, and Misses
ter irom the Mayor of Philadelphia
Helen Nickel and Betty Krouse, spent
by prayer.
last Sunday afternoon and evening
at Berne, Indiana.
The Letter.
Miss Elsie Keller spent the week
City of Philadelphia, Office of the end of February 27th at Indianapolis.
Mayor, February 19, 1925.
Mr. Robert B. Clark, cha'rman, Pox
232, Taylor University, Upland,
Indiana.

CHRONICLES.

Feb. 16—No bad effects discovered
Dear Sir:—Permit me to extend to after fh-st Sunday S. P.'s.
you and to the other members of
Feb. 17—Prayer Band.
your Auxiliary word of greeting from
Philadelphia.
Feb. 18—"Sam the Methodist"
spoke in chapel.
In my opinion you are now engag
ed in one of the greater, if not the
Feb. 19—The most uninteresting
greatest activities of your careers; day.
namely, the pursuit of knowledge,
Feb. 20—"Holiness Practical"—Dr.
wnich means so much to the Amer Ayres.
ican youth of today.
Feb. 21--Pennsylvania Banquet.
It is my sincere wish that those of
Feb. 22- -More couples "step out" to
the Pennsylvania Auxiliary of Taylor
University may derive, by the edu church.

cation which you are now receiving,
Feb. 23—Lecture concerning Lina foundation which will aid you coin.
through life.
Feb. 24—Philo-Thalo game.
As Mayor of Philadelphia, I ex
Feb. 25—Ash Wednesday—"First
tend to all of you best wishes for
Lecture for Girls."
success.
Feb. 26—General prayer meeting.
Very truly yours,
W. Freeland Kendrick,
Mayor.

Feb. 27—Taylor-Earlham Debates.
Feb. 28—Eureka Banquet.
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FORMALITIES AT TAYLOR.
"All work and no play makes Jack
a dull boy." This must have been the
thought of the Sickler boys, three
weeks ago Thursday, February fifth,
for they relaxed from their labors and
played. Yes, you can call it that.
Imagine if you can how such boys
would Lok and act while playing. I
am sure that you cannot guess what
they played.
In a meeting of the Hicksville Civic
Reform, a humorous program given
by the Mnanka Debating Club, a mo
tion was made and fifthed, that the
club leave the Sickler boys severely
alone, for the following reasons: They
were amply well qualified to take care
of themselves, for they were able to
cook their own meals, were good
housekeepers, and were able to sup
ply their dates from among their own
number.
Everything has to have a beginning,
and this event v , s no excecion. The
Sammy Morris boys had an event of
interest., connected with night epi
sodes.
Subsequently, the Sickler
boys decided to put on a stunt, and
incidental^ have some extra ' th.ngs
by the way of refreshments, 'this
last thought must have been the
guiding motive. In fact a responsible
authority ssys that the first
inten
tions were to have a Sickler banquet.
Someone suggested a wedding. Who
was to be the bride ? In the final
decision the lot fell to Harold Beane
to be the bride, and Carlton Shultz
was to be the bridegroom. And so
it was.
Anyone passing by Sickler dormi
tory, during the afternoon, could have
seen boys carrying huge bundles of
clothing from the girls' dormitories.
Nearly every girl on the campus who
was within reach was called upon to
contribute a part of the trousseau of
the bride, and the garments of the
lady guests. And this is not all. If
anyone happened to be in the outside
hall of the dining hall about a quar
ter after five, that person would have
been shocked, for Mr. Rose came in,
dressed in the garb of a woman ser
vant, and was powdering his nose
more than EVEN becomes a wodern
woman—and paint! • Why his cheeks
were as red as ripe cherries.
Part of the tables were re-arranged
and decorated. About a quarter of
six the door opened and the bridal

down and the front of the bottom
part of the coat pinned up, giving in
all the appearance of a swallow-tail
coat. A high winged collar, and a
bow tie helped to complete his modest
attire. The bridesmaid was for
mally the noted Mr. Tarbell, and was
now Mrs. Kepple. She wore a velvet
hat adorned on the right side by a
large ostrich plume, a hat very ap
propriate for the season. She wore
a very plain frock of a heavy ma
terial. Mr. Kepple was the best man.
He, like the bridegroom, wore a dress
suit—original pattern.
MENU.
At this point I must not fail to
describe the chief musician, former
Pommes de terre melangees
ly Mr. MacMurray, nor Mrs. Hunt,
ue de viande.
Boeuf roti wife of Mr. Ralph Hunt (Uncle Dodo).
She wore a gray silk dress which was
Pois verts a la creme
very becoming to her. But perhaps
Salade de chow
the most important thing about this
Tourte de croix de coco
charming young lady was her hair.
Originally, it is long and is parted on
Tourte a la mode
the left side and is combed straight
About the middle of the dinner, the baek. This night it was parted on
customary bell was heard, and an the side and dipped daintily, and
nouncements were in order. A kitch clasped at the side with a barrett.
en shower was announced for the
After the banquet the bridal couple
bride, Saturday at 3:30 p. m. But left the dining hall, and were drawn
the friends of the bride did not wait in a cart down to Dr. Glasier's. They
until Saturday. The presents show were attended in their escapade by a
ered in, and among them was a pota happy crowd ( which was carrying on
to masher (wooden) which the bride r much deliberated shiveree. From
declared could be put to good use. It here the couple had to walk back to
was also announced that the bride the dining hall, which nearly ruined
and groom would hold open house the bride's feet, for they were
Friday from 3:30 till 5:30 p. m., to CROWDED into a pair of lady's
receive their friends.
shoes. Then they reached the din
While the guests were eating their ing hall, Daddy Russell and Chuck
dessert it rained—not water—but Maynard were waiting to take their
RICE. That rice was showered was pictures.
not surprising, for what wedding is
The bride and groom, on being
complete without it? When it was
questioned, said that they were in a
time to congratulate the groom and
hurry to go—thinking of the bride's
kiss the bride, the boys responded
feet—for they had to catch a train
cheerfully and also MISS MOORE,
for Syracuse, New York. Now I will
took her place in line.
tell you a secret. Whether they miss
The bride wore a beautiful dress of ed their train I do not know, but they
white crepe trimmed in lace. She car did not go to Syracuse, going instead
ried a bouquet, the constituents of to Anderson, Indiana, where they
which I have never been able to as were entertained at the home of the
certain. Her natural beauty, with her Rev. and Mrs. Conley. Let me say
long chestnut brown hair, borrowed that they had trouble, too, to begin
from Betty Krause, and her fair com with, for they got stuck in a snow
plexion, were enhanced by a string of bank on their way over, and had to be
pearl beads, the gift of the groom. A pulled out. Nevertheless, they said
wedding ring and engagement ring- that they had a perfectly delightful
were also in prominence. She wore a time.
veil of white pseudo lace (mosquito
And here my story ends. We all
netting )held in place by a wreath of
join in wishing them a long and hap
would-be orange blossoms.
py life together.
The bridegroom wore a dress suit—
,
—D. R. A.
original model. The vest was pinned

procession advanced towards the din
ing hall, to the strains of bridle music.
Yes, this procession was musically
complete, for Mac played "Meddlesom's" wedding march on his cornet.
The bride and groom were followed
by the twenty-eight guests, who took
their places at the tables on the
right hand side of the room.
The wedding supper followed, dur
ing which every one enjoyed himself.
The repast which was served, con
sisting of the following, was enjoy
able:
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AN EPISODE IN THE LIFE OF A
FRESHMAN.
"Snail! Walk faster. He's gain
ing on us."
"You may run if you wish, but I'm
going to see what he wants."
"It's the Dean, and I know what he
wants."
The two boys paused a moment to
see if the Dean were very near. They
were anxious, also, to learn where
they were, for they had been hurry
ing through the darkness for some
time without heeding their course.
They saw no one near, however, and
heard nothing except the gentle drip,
drip of water as it fell from the damp
trees. The street lights shone dimly
through the thick fog and reflected
rays of silver high into the low-hang
ing clouds.
"I'm going back to my room, what
ever you do," said the smaller, who
was becoming somewhat frightened.
"No doubt the Dean is nearby. It
wouldn't surprise me a bit to see him
step from behind any of these trees."
"Go back, then, but I'll bet you
meet him if he's after us."
After this remark the other stood
for a time trying to decide what to
do. It was an ideal night for an ad
venture, in spite of the danger con
nected with roaming about after ten
o'clock. The moon gleamed through
the trees and caused many dewy dia
monds to sparkle on the grass. "Too
bad to let all that lovely moon go to
waste," he thought. Aloud, he said,
"It would be great sport if we were
not caught but I'm not taking any
chances. Bood-bye."
"Well, go on, but I'm going' to see
this thing through, if I go alone."
"I must hurry on or it will be too
late," he though as he pulled off his
coat, for it was very warm. Quite
often he slipped in the frosty grass,
but this only drove him to greater
speed.

"I must be almost there," he said
aloud.
"Where?" said a voice.
He was thoroughly frightened now
and tried to increase his speed. He
dared not look back; he might be
caught. At last, worn out and ex
hausted, he sank down in the shade
of a small stack of hay. He saw
that no one was following, and at
tempted to go on as soon as his
breathing became easier. He soon
discovered, much to his dismay, thai
he did not know where he was. He
was in the open country, with no
houses near.
"This—is—a—different
adventure
than I was expecting," he said. "It'll
do me no good to stay here though.
Perhaps there is some one around who
can tell me the way back to the col
lege."
Then he saw a house hidden among
the trees in the dim dusk of the ev
ening.
"Ah!" he exclaimed, "I'll go there
and see "what I can find."
As he drew near, he saw some
thing which made his heart stand
still, then give a leap—but not for
joy.
"Fire! Fire! Fire!" he shouted.
No one came.
"Fire! Fire! Fire!"
Something must be done, and he
must do it. It was only a small
blaze, just a spark, but soon the whole
roof uold be a flaming mass. In a
moment he recalled the results of
several fires that he had seen.
"Of course Why didn't I think of
it before?" he muttered. "I shouldn't
let a little flame like this make me
lose my head."
He stooped and made a ball of the
damp snow. Then, with the cool de
liberation of a professional ball play
er, he hurled it with unusual speed
toward the fire.
A spark flew into
the air and disappeared, only to re

appear in a few moments, higher in
the air.
"Only a firefly," muttered the sleepy
freshman rolling over in bed, while
the last echo of the breakfast bell
died away in the distance.
PENNSYLVANIA, OLD P-A.
My thoughts are straying back today
To Pennsylvania, old P-a.—
The keystone state of sterling worth,
The state which gave to me my birth,
The grandest spot of all the earth—
My Pennsylvania, old P-a.
I love her mountains, emerald-brown,
With rocks all tear-like glistening
down;
Her winding brooks with gurgling
tone,
O'er splashing many a mossy stone,
Where I could sit for hours alone—
Dear Pennsylvania, old P-a.
Mines

underground, with breakers
tall,
Where through the screens hard coal
would fall,
Which came to palace and to hut
And never filled our face with smut—
When we would leave the damper
shut—
z
Rich Pennsylvania, old P-a.
That maple sap we caught in spring
Those violets on the first spring day,
Hepaticas in sunny May,
Arbutus 'neath its leafy shade,
And rhododendrun in the glade,
Tall grass with curious striped blade—
Fair Pennsylvania, old P-a.
The wintergreens beneath my feet,
With berries red, so rich and sweet;
The slippery elm we'd peel and chew.
And spicy, juicy birch bark, too—
How these come back to me and you
From Pennsylvania, old P-a.
(Continued on page 7)
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I ULOGON!AN DEBATING CLUB.

SOANGETAHAS.

versity dining parlor on Saturday ev
ening, February 28. At 6:30 p. m.
the banquet was opened by the invo
cation of the chaplain. There were
beautiful decorations, charming mus
ic, amusing jokes, merry, ringing
laughs, and interesting speeches. We
were very glad to have many guests
present. Mr. S. Dale Tarbell was
toastmaster for the banquet. The
program of the evening was as fol
lows:

On Saturday evening, February 21,
the Eulogonian Debating Club held
an extemporaneous speaking contest.
Subjects suitable for extemporaneous
speeches had been prepared, and were
given to four of the members. Then,
after judges had been appointed, the
contest began.
The first orator was Mr. Tinker. For
six minutes he spoke on the subject:
"The Athletic System of Taylor Uni
versity, Its Benefits and Its Bad
Features." The next speaker was Mr.
Skinner, who discussed: "Inter-Col
legiate Athletics, on the same general
p'- n as our Inter-Collegiate Debating
work is carried on." Next came Mr.
Carmen on the subject, "The Neces
sity of a New Gymnasium at Taylor
University." And lastly, Mr. Naden,
on. 'The Ideal Debating Club, and
W1 at We Can Do To Help Our Club
Reach That Standard." The judges
decid. d on Mr. Tinker as the winner.

This is station TAIHA of the of
the Soangetaha Debating Club, Tay
lor University,
Upland, Indiana,
broadcasting' a report of the club
meeting- of February 21.
On this occasion we listened to an
interesting debate on the question:
"Resolved, that an amendment per
taining to Child Labor should be
made a part of our national constitu
tion." Our interclub debaters, Miss
Purpose—Herbert M. Lyon.
Ripley and Miss Daugherty, upheld
Trumpet Solo—Mr. MacMurray.
the affirmative. They were opposed
Vision—Prof. Lulu Cline.
by Miss Coghlan and Miss SherVocal Solo—Miss Purchis.
bournc on the negative. This proved
VOLUNTEER ACTIVITIES AT
to be one of the best debates of the
Personality—Arnold C. Thompson.
TAYLOR.
year. The affirmative, having spent
Violin Solo—Mr. Hawkes.
much more time on the question, were
Success—Prof. Barton R. Pogue.
Our numerical strength for this
of course victorious. We wish, how
Male Quartette.
school year is forty-seven. There
ever, to thank the girls of the nega
tive for the splendid debate which
After a picture was taken, the ban probably remain a few students with
who
they presented, and for the battle quet was closed at 10:30 p. m., by the a definite call to foreign fields
have not yet joined forces with us.
royal which they gave our inter-club benediction by Dr. Glasier.
In all my acquaintance with the Vol
debaters.
unteer organization in past years
After the debate a short business
MNANKA DEBATING CLUB.
(over ten years in all, in and out of
session was held in which several
college) I believe there has been no
names were put on the associate roll
On February 21, the Weavers of more enthusiastic or loyal group of
of our club. We then discussed some
plans for the annual Soangetaha so Knowledge, instead of doing any Volunteers than the present one.
Early in the year we adopted this
weaving themselves, had the , .privi
cial function.
There was no meeting of the club lege and opportunity of increasing phrase, "Volunteers for Christ," as
on February 28, since many of our their knowledge concerning what an appropriate expression for a ban
members were guests of the Eurekans materials to use in their weaving and ner, and now there hangs before us
how to weave these same materials in a large and beautiful banner with
at their annual banquet.
This is station TAHA of the Soan the most advantageous and beneficial these words spelling out what we are
getaha Debating Club, Taylor Uni way. Dr. Glasier, who kindly con and who we are for, and just be
versity, Upland, Indiana signing off. sented to give one of his lectures on neath are these scripture references:
"How to Judge a Debate," was the Psalm 2:8, and
Matthew 28:19-20.
Good evening!
medium through which this added First a great invitation to pray with
—Reporter.
knowledge was obtained. Instead of the promise of a sure inheritance.
confining himself merely to the ques Then the command of Jesus which we
EUREKA DEBATING CLUB.
tion of judging, he also gave some have heard and which we seek to put
On Saturday evening, February 21, very helpful suggestions on the "Art into execution. Christs will is made
clear, the need out in His harvest
we met for a business meeting. Mr. of Debating" as a whole.
Lyon, the president, took charge of
Due to the fact that quite a num field today impelling, and He is say
the meeting. After devotions, con ber of our "weavers" were attending ing still "Who will go for us?" Ev
ducted by Mr. Shultz, the chaplain, the Eurekan banquet, our weaving ery true and devoted heart must re
the club business proceeded. During v. as interrupted on Feb. 28, but only ply "Here am I Lord, send me." Yes,
the remainder of the time a helpful with the anticipation of returning to a volunteer for Jesus.
parliamentary drill was held.
our web and spinning more diligently
But listen, Volunteers! I appeal
The annual banquet of the Eureka and enthusiastically than ever.
to you. At the beginning of this
Debating Club was held in the uni
• —Reporter.
school year we voted prayerfully and
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purposefully to renew our annual
pledge of $185 for the support of
work under Dr. Cottingham in the
Philippine Islands.
Besides this
amount a $90 deficit from last year.
Have we faith and work enough to
support our pledge? So far we have
been very weak and irresponsive.
Less than $50 of it has been remit
ted.
Did we not make this pledge be
cause we love our Lord Jesjis, and be
cause we feel it is for those for whom
He died ?
I believe we did so with
no other motive. Therefore let us
be aggressive and allow no deficit to
remain at the close of next term.
I make this appeal also to you Vol
unteers who are out in Christian
work in the homeland and to any oth
ers who may be led to send some
money to this cause. God will bless
you and your gift in sharing this with
us. World service credit is given by
the Methodist Board of Missions.
Every Volunteer can at least give
a dollar, some five dollars, others ten
or more. Send or hand your gift to
the president of the Band and it shall
be forwarded promptly.
Basil Osborne,
President Volunteer Band.

Our Swallow-Robin 'cross the way
Is named for to from old P-a;
The finest folks in all T. U.
Have come from there—no this is
true;
To prove it—look at me—and you!
Some Pennsylvania, our P-a.
—Sadie Louise Miller.
STUDENT LIFE IN NORWAY.

(By Arne Kildal, Press Representative
Norwegian Foreign Office.)
Norway's only university, referred
to popularly as the "University of
Christiania," actually has quite a dif
ferent name. Its official name is "The
Royal Frederik's University" in com
memoration of Frederik VI, the last
of the Danish kinks who enjoyed sov
ereignty over Norway. In 1811 he
agreed to the establishment of a Nor
wegian university at Christiania, and
the new academy took the name of
the king as a heritage, but in reality
its founding was not due to the king.
It was the determination of the Nor
wegian people and their generous
support that forced the issue.
Although the University of Chris
tiania is only little more than a hun
dred years old, tradition has already
acquired deep roots among the stu
(Continued from page 5)
dents in Norway. There are certain
That maple sap we caught in springdates every year when the students
In bucket, can, or anything;
seem to "own the city" and form a
And then we boiled it down you know
distinct part of the town life. This
And poured it out on pans of snow
is particularly true in the early sum
To eat—at parties, where we'd go,
mer when the young people have
In Pennsylvania, old P-a.
passed their entrance examinations to
the university and in the early fall,
I never had to fill my waist
when they receive their "sheepskins"
With water of an iron taste;
and are solemnly admitted to the tem
But cool and clear from up a hill,
ple of learning.
It sprang from many a sparkling rill,
Red Caps and Yellow Canes Designate
I wish I now could drink my fill
Those Taking Entrance Exams.
In Pennsylvania, old P-a.
The young folks who go through
their entrance examinations in the
I'd like to see right here today
early summer are easily distinguish
The fruit I used to stow away;
able among the citizens of the Nor
Apples—most luscious ever seen,
All shiny-red (well, some were green) wegian capital. They all wear red
And bartlett pears laid in between— caps and most of them adroitly twirl
a thin yellow cane between their
Great Pennsylvania, old P-a.
youthful fingers.
They often
join
And then the folks—well now, some in processions and their gatherings ;n
the streets and open places of the city
way,
are usually accompanied by much
They seem so fine in old P-a.
hilarity. These freshmen students
When I meet people far or nigh,
And say, "Where did you come are called "russ" and enjoy much
popularity except among philistines
from?" why,
My heart just swells when they reply, and the police, hoy them frequently
vex by loud singing at late hours and
"From Pennsylvania, old P-a."
other irregularities.
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Girl Students Attractively Moderate
Exaggerated Hilarity of Men.
The men are still in majority, but
the number of girl students increases
every year, and the time may come
when they actually outnumber the
"stronger sex." Most of the women,
however, do not advance in their stud
ies after having passed the entrance
examinations. At the time of these
examinations the men are usually 17
or 18 years old and the women from
18 to 20. The women "russ" are dress
ed in neat and attractive white gowns
and it is evident that the traditional
gap between learning and beauty is
an historical fable that has no bear
ing on present-day conditions in Nor
way. Many of the girl students are
strikingly beautiful and their woman
ly charm attractively moderates the
inclination for noisy conduct among
the men students, thus acting as a
sobering regulator.
"Russ" Runs Riot While Celebrating
Norwegian Independence Day.
Particularly on the Norwegian Day
of Independence the "russ" make
themselves noted. This day, which is
the 17th of May, occurs before the
result of the examinations has been
announced, and so every "russ" may
celebrate it in happy unconsciousness
of the fate of his learned career. Thus
it happens frequently that the high
mark of joyful celebration is reached
by those who feel that their answers to
the examination papers have been like
skating on thin ice. The "russ'„ both
men and girls, form a peculiar pro
cession on that day and march
through the streets with banners
painted with symbolcial figures
and
captioned by humorous and sneering
bon-mots. On an open place in the
center of the city a young he-"russ"
climb the steps of a public statue
and under tremendous cheering his
feeble voice shouts to the sky inter
preting the ideals and far-sighted
aims of the new sons and daughters
of Minerva. The red caps incessantly
fly in the air, the thin dandy-canes
are thrown in a heap on the ground,
and, judging from the noice and ora
tory combined, it appears that the
crowd feel they are the masters of
the situation and the world and the
future belongs to them now and for
ever.
"Red Cap Exchanged for "Duskelue"
If Examinations Passed.
The next occasion when the stu(Continued on page 9)
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anarchy ? What more effective meth
Published semi-monthly by the Taylor University Echo Co., students of od could be chosen by a group of in
dividuals for destroying the whole
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Entered as second class matter, October 15, 1913, at the Upland post- system of government than this?
office, at Upland, Ind., under act of March 3, 1879.
This is not necessarily the attitude
of the radical Red, or Communist,
Editorial Department
Editor-in-Chief
J. Lauren Nader, whose intention is to overthrow the
Associate Editor
Erma Dare whole present system of government.
First Assistant Associate Editor
Ralph Henning It is an attitude which is liable to
Second Assistant Associate Editor
Florence Beale
creep into the minds of respectable
Report Editor
Mildred Whetsel
Literary Editor
Frances Rowland moral folks these days. To be sur-.'
Local Editor
Charlotte Kaetzel they do not intend to harm the gov
Chronicler and Humorous Editor
Elma Buchanan ernment by their misdeeds, nor do
Alumni Editor
K. E. Maynard they have delight in breaking laws.
Athletic Editor
Elmore Eicher
But, they are anarchists in prac
Business Department
tice in spite of their slight aversion to
Business Manager
Paul C. Kepple law breaking, and the laws of various
Advertising Manager
Alva Beers organizations are suffering just the
Subscription Manager
S. Dale Tarbell
Circulation Manager
Wesley Draper same.
Assistant Circulation Manager
Harry Dean
Might we not as professing Chi-istians do well to take an inventory of
Subscription Price $1.50 Per Annum
(Eighteen issues) in United States, if paid before January 1, 1925; $1.75 per our own attitude toward law and au
Of course we must not
annum if paid after January 1, 1925; $1.75 per annum in foreign countries; thority?
single copies 10 cents.
surrender the great fundamental prin
ciples upon which our very charac
ters are founded. But very few gov
erning bodies will ever ask us to do
that. And we need not become
members of such organizations. Sure
ly we are bound to obey the laws of
whatever organization we continue to
be members of. Upon the principle
of governors and governed, all gov
ernment must rest. Is our attitude
toward the law breaker one of right
eous indignation ? Or are we inclined
to compliment him upon his shrewd
ness? Our freedom in Christ is no
license to break the laws of our or
ganization. The person whom The
Son has made free will have a whole
some respect for all law.
OUR ATTITUDE TOWARD LAW impossibility. No militia or police
We as Christians consider our
AND AUTHORITY.
force can adequately enforce any law selves servants of the most high God.
if the people do not back them up
Now if we have any other attitude
Surely we are a liberty loving and with their favorable sentiment.
than that of obedience toward the
freedom enjoying people. We are liv
There seems to be an ever increas legitimate authority of man, certainly
ing in days in which the individual is ing tendency on the part of the indi
it is not to be expected that we will
fast becoming a law unto himself. vidual to set his own views up against
prove to be trustworthy and depend
Never before has the spirit of inde those of the governing body which
able servants of God. If we disobey
pendence been so manifest, and never seeks the good of all. If this indi
God's command to be subject unto
before has there been so much chafing vidual with his limited view of affairs
the higher powers and rulers, which
at the few' rules that do stand be does not see any gain for himself in
are not a terror to good works, how
tween man and absolute freedom.
the observance of a law, then regard
long can we expect our fellowship
Because of this growing attitude, less of the welfare of the many, he with Christ to continue ?
the problem of law making and law will keep the law when he feels like
When we have brought ourselves to
enforcement is becoming extremely it and ignore it otherwise. He thus
the
place where we can look upon law
tries
to
make
his
own
rights
super
perplexing. If people dislike a cer
tain law, they simply ignore it and ior to the rights of the whole group, and authority as friendly guides and
not useless impediments, we shall
fail to add their influence to the public state,-or nation.
Such an individual probably would have made an important advance to
sentiment for its enforcement, in
stead of legally seeking the repeal of not tolerate being called an anarchist; ward the achievement of strong ster
such a law. Thus they make the en yet is not this attitude toward law ling, Christian characters.
R. H.
forcement of that law practically an and law-makers, the very essence of
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO
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(Continued from page 7)
sent from the Students' Association Student Association, Meeting Once a
dents put their stamp on life in to the celebrations in other places,
Week, Open Forum of University
Christiania is the 2nd of September, and vice versa. For the day age is
Thought.
generally called "the students' day". absolutely abolished and one may fre
From 1,000 to 1,200 new students
Then the "russ" who have success quently see a 17-year-old youngster are admitted to the Univresity every
fully passed the examinations
are familiarly fat the shoulder of
an year, and most of these join the Stu
admitted to the University and give a otherwise dignified octogenarian and dents' Association, which is the great
solemn promise to be true to the laws address him almost disrespectfully as intellectual scene of
the academic
of the alma mater and be a "good if he spoke to his own grandfather. youth of Norway. In the regular
Some years ago these festivities meetings every Saturday night, and
student." The red "russ" cap has
given way to the black student's cap, were largely enlivened by the pres then the topics of the day in every
the striking "duskelue", from which ence of a stimulating beverage which field of human thought are put under
a string emanates from the center of used to be familiar even in this coun debate, in which older and younger
the outward cover, ending in a heavy try, that is to say, until prohibition representatives of the academic class
tassel of silken threads that rests on completely exterminated it. In those and often specially invited non-acad
the shoulder of the bearer. These days which some older students in emicians take part. The discussions
caps are very pretty, particularly on Norway think of, rather heretically, are usually very heated and applause
the heads of the girl students, where as the "good old times," a huge is awarded about as amply as hissing.
they effectively contrast the light- punch bowl was served at the party, It is the pride of the Association,
colored dresses of the ladies. Not and the alcoholic degree of the con however, that it attempts always to
individual
only the newly-admitted students as tents of the bowl was not, like now, be the "free forum" of
semble at the University on the 2nd carefully figured out, thought not un thought and it is willing to grant even
of September, but also the great bulk usually it might be guessed at the most unpopular opinion a chance
of older students, who celebrate some through the effect it exercised on the to express itself. But the audience
particular event or the anniversary most youthful and inexperienced of is most critical, and woe to the speak
of their admittance to the institution. those present. Now the alcoholic de er who happens to stumble in his logic
Most in evidence are the men and gree is regulated and nothing strong or who does not succeed in finding
women who are respectively 10 and 25 er can be consumed even by celebrat adequate terminology to cover his
is
years old as students, and the men ing students, than beverages holding thoughts; a merciless laughter
appealed
to too
who celebrate their 50th student an 14 per.cent of alcohol. Undoubtedly imminent and if
niversary, the latter missing the lady this regulation to some extent limits strongly will drown his utterances in
companionship, as the women were the hilarity of the parties, although I a tremendous outburst.
When a very prominent speaker is
not admitted to the University
50 prefer not to enlarge upon the ques
years ago. All of them wear their tion whether the law in this respect on the program the hall of meeting is
crowded to its utmost capacity. Every
"duskelue," and it is frequently an is faithfully kept.
amusing spectacle to see old and "Your Skaal, My Skaal, and All the inch of floor space is taken and fre
quently a chair has to provide room
Pretty Maidens' Skaal"—National
white-haired "pillars of society" carry
for two persons. Students crowd the
Toast.
a 50-year-old or more students' cap
However, the students have still window sills and hang in the chan
which they have out-grown ages ago
and which they have all kinds of dif their 14 per cent's of stimulants un deliers underneath the roof. On one
an industrious occasion the overfilling of the room
ficulties in keeping peacefully on the hampered with, and
head. This applies merely to the men, addition of those percentages may led to a heated discussion of whether
of course, for no one would dare to work the double result of quenching a student who had taken his stand on
say that the gentler sex, even in its the thirst and breeding good humor, the outward part of a window sill
more mature offerings, makes an ap which it does also in most cases. A could be said to be present in the
foreign observer would soon become hall and have a right to vote. At a
peal to the funnybone.
Many Banquets Held Opening Night; aware that the term most frequently long table covered with green cloth,
speaker's
used at these festivities is the word and placed next to the
Alcohol Limited to 14 Per Cent.
In the evening of the 2nd of Sep "skaal," which is the Norwegian stand, the board of directors are seat
tember there are all kinds of festiv equivalent to the Frenchman's "A ed together with the more prominent
The fortu
ities. Those celebrating anniversar votre sante" and the English-speaking guests of the evening.
ies assemble at various banquet halls world's "Your health." If the ob nate ones who have arrived early sit
in the city, but the "russ' and the server belonged to the class of more at small tables and waiters force their
great mass of other students flock to advanced linguistic virtuosos he might way to and fro and serve the cautious
the hall of the Normegian Students' even see his chance to learn the more ly regulated half-intoxicating drinks.
Association
("Studentersamf undet") circumstantial and old and cosy greet When one of the less fortunate who
where the entertainment
alternates ing: "Your skaal, my skaal and all hangs in the arms of a chandelier or
with speeches, singing of students' pretty maidens' skaal." But it may ders a stimulant of the same nature
songs recitals, music, etc. The "russ" be risky to refer to such unmodern the serving affords greater difficulties,
are bid welcome in the phalanx of stu phraseology in the land of the 18th which lead to much noisy merriment.
dents and a representative of
the amendment, although it is a curious Everybody smokes, cigars, cigarettes
younger set replies in a speech that fact that Norway is responsible indi and pipes, and the smoke forms dense
is expected to contain some witty rectly for that paragraph, inasmuch clouds, nearly solid enough to be cut
references to the topics of the day. as she produced the parents of Mr. by a knife. In order to breathe it is
necessary to smoke, and even the
Later in the evening deputations are Andrew Volstead.
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speakers find it advisable to do so.
velt is the most noteworthy American, younger years. The order is higtly
Norwegian Press and Outside Public Indeed, the Association of the Stu- esteemed, however, and some of the
Follow Association Discussions.
dents has traditions, for the iniel- leading personalities who refused to
The meeting starts with the read- lectual and artistic life of Norway receive ordinary order emblems, con
ing of the Association's paper, a for generations has had a center sidered it an honor to adorn his breast
handwritten satirical journal which within its walls.
with the image of the suggestive lit
is not published, but simply read Festival in Honor of "His Majesty the tie fore-feet.
aloud. The editors are chosen from
Pig" Center of Nation's Humor.
Students, True to Human Life, Attend
among the wittiest brains of the AsA center also for the good humor
t° Work More or Less Regularly,
sociation and the paper usually con- of the nation it tries to be. This is
It would be a mistake to believe,
tains articles of high merit in the particularly demonstrated when every however, that the students of Norway
fields of satire and criticism. The seventh year the Association holds only indulge in amusements without
reading is followed with high-pitched its traditional "pigs festivities," or taking care of their daily work. They
attention and often interrupted by "grisefester." Generations ago a fat attend to their labor, with more or
cheering or hissing. It is followed by golden pig was established as the less regularity and zeal, naturally,
the lecture of the evening, which is humorous symbol of the students' as is the case in human life in genapt to deal with any phase of human youthful wantonness and "esprit," erai. The time spent on studies is
activity and thought. The themes and at regular intervals of seven usually seven years in the departstretch from the blessings of prohi- years the animal patron is remem- ment of medicine, four to five years in
bition to the prospects of bolshevism, bered at circumstantial celebrations the department of law, four years in
from an investigation of the divinity of several days' duration. By far the department of
theology, five
of Christ to a description of wild the most important figure
at these years in the historical-philosophical
animal hunting in the jungles of festivities is "His Majesty the Pig", department (department of philolAfrica. Preferably the lectures treat whose grotesque corpulency and jo- °Sy)> anfl four years in the departof some timely topic that is in the vial features greet the participants ment of natural sciences. In the secpublic eye and may grant an inviting from a number of symbolical images °nd semester of 1920, from Septembasis for discussion. These discus- at various places in the hall. To the her to December, a total of 1,620 st.usions usually form a high-ater mark tunes of a "pig march," specially dents were registered in these varof intensity, and even excitement, and composed for the occasion, the stu- ious departments. Sometimes outare followed with keen interest by a dents form' a procession through the side activities or a too prolific interest
large part of the outside public and building, headed by the chairman and in Venus or Bacchus or other of the
the Norwegian press.
his co-directors, who solemnly hold foreign gods, tend to prolong the
Nansen, Bjornsen, Ibsen, Grieg and a purple cushion on which thrones in the years of study, and a malicious
Others Won First Laurels In
happy golden self-esteem "His Maj- story is told of a belated scholar who
Association.
osty the Pig," condescendingly smil- tried for the final examinations after
In the Students' Association many jng his approval of the traditional so many vain attempts previously
of the famous men of Norway have merriment of his subjects. Special that now his son had grown to make
won their first
laurels or been hon- songs are written for these occasions him company at the trial before the
ored in the heartiest way. Here the in the honor of the much feared and learned professors of the department
poet Bjornson fought his first
polit- respectfully loved patron, and the of law. And the story relates merciical battles for more liberal news in speeches of the evening concentrate lessly that while the son passed the
nearly all aspects of human life; on witty references to the symbolism exams with honor the father had the
here the explorer and statesman Nan- from which many humorous deduc- ill luck to flunk again,
sen was greeted with a more spon- tions are made.
The instruction is according to
taneous patriotic enthusiasm than Grand Cross of the Order of the Pig the methods common in European
anywhere else when he returned from
Greatest Undergraduate Honor.
universities. The students in the dethe then 'farthest North"; here, even,
A more lasting souvenir of these partment of medicine and in that of
the picturesque little "master build - festivities is found in the "pig order", mathematics and the natural sciences
er," Henrik Ibsen, took courage to which is bestowed on the students are the most closely bound to the
address his countrymen, speaking un- who have made themselves more per- University. They are required
to
der a breathless attention of respect- manently deserved of the interests of follow certain courses and to work in
ful receptability. Edvard Grieg gave the Association. The order has the the scientific institutes and, in the
first performances of his now world- degrees of "Knight " "Commander" case of medical students, in the hosfamous compositions in the hall of and "Grand Cross", and the latter is pitals. Students of theology, law and
the association; Knut Hamsun, the the highest student distinction that philology have much more latitude
novelist, has occupied its speaker's can be bestowed on a Norwegian. Us- They are allowed to present themstand and with ringing fervor made ually it is not attained till in later selves for examinations without havhis appeal of "honoring the youth
life, and it is amusing to observe a 'nS taken part in the daily work of
and Ole Bull time and again has white-haired veteran student, fre- the University, provided that they
thrilled the audience through the quently one of the leading personali- have by other means, by private readtunes of his violin and made it alter- ties of Norway, being decorated with 'ng or tutoring, acquired sufficient
nately laugh and weep. International the golden order bearing the likeness knowledge. Naturally most of them
figures also have visited the Associa- 0f a miniature pig after having gone make use of the instruction provided
tion, and addressed the students, and through a series of wanton ceremon- by the University,
of these ex-President Theodore Roose- ies that are usually better adapted to
(Continued next issue)
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PHILO-THALO MEN'S
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SERIES

ket ball game? They all go at it so
silently, with
grim determination
written on their faces, and yet are so
The fifth game was true to its spe- gentle (save a couple of our valiant
cies and until the last whistle was centers) and so quick, that one can't
blown, belonged to neither team. Both help admiring them. Especially the
sides, anxious for victory, played un- guards, who seem to imagine the foryieldingly, a touch and go game wards are becoming overheated, and
which was aloof to all that dirty, foul it is their bound duty to keep them
play so often noticeable in keen riv- cool by frantically waving their arms
airy and close competition. Very sel- in a fan-like movement, analogous
dom did the score vary more than to that which we would suppose would
five points at most.
accompany the first few flying
lesThe first quarter revealed the score sons °f a fledgling
eaglet,
at 5-6, and the half showed an inAnd the centers, standing on tipcrease of 10-11, both of these in favor toe, either poke slender fingers at the
of the Philos. For a short while ball lest it should cross the line, or
Thalo dropped into the lead by a grab it with vigor and hurl it to the
point or two, but was gradually fore- other forwards, where they, under a
ed back and after one of the fastest similar fanning process, attempt a
games of the season, Philo came out shot at the enemy goal. Thus the .
on top—victorious, but with not an game proceeds till the last whistle
oversupply of points out of which to blows.
garland himself after the foray.
The Thalo guards seem to have not
The score was in favor of the Philos fanned sufficiently, or else the Philos
-22-25. Line-up:
were able to evade the fluttering
foe
sufficiently so that at the end, the last
Philo.
whistle found the score board reading
Shilling, R. F., 9 points.
in favor of the Philos, 26-9.
Shultz L. F., 10 points.
Philo, 26.
Eicher, C., 6 points.
Boyle, R. G.
R. F.—Irene Kletzing, 4 points.
Wing, L. G.
Doris Shaw, sub.
Philo, 25.
Thalo, 22.
Jackson, R. F., 6 points.

L. F.—Harriet Leisure, 22 points.
J. C.—Miriam Pugh. Bertha Phil
lips, sub.

Kinnamon, L. F., 9 points.
Reed, C., 4 points.

S. C.—Rachel York.
R. G.—Evelyn Duryea.

Culp, R. G., 1 point.
Kardatski, L. G., 2 points.

L. G.—Neva Kletzing.

PHILO-THALO GIRLS SERIES
After the boys' game, came one of
thrilling interest between our lovely,
though not pugilistic, co-eds. Who
wouldn't enjoy watching a girl's bas-
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SIXTH GAME OF PHILO-THAUO
MEN'S SERIES.
The sixth game was played on Tues
day instead of Friday, on account of
the intercollegiate debate.
The figures in blue and white and in
black and gold came out upon the
floor and took up their positions of
play. With bated breath the throng
awaited the
toss-up,
and
after
a word of prayer by one of the pro
fessors, and cordial hanc^-clasps be
tween the players the whistle blew
and the game began in earnest.
All played remarkably well and it
was the usual close, speedy game that
we saw. The Philos seemed to have
quite a lead in the first
half, but
during the latter division of time
the Thalos came back admirably, but
were not able to quite make it, leav
ing the score at the end of the game
in favor of the Philos, 25-21.
Philo, 25.
Shilling, R. F., 6 points.
^hultz, L. F., 12 points.
Ayres, C.
Eicher, C., 6 points.
Boyle, R. G.
i
Wing, L. G., 1 point.
Thalo, 21.
Jackson, R. F., 11.
Kinnamon, L. F., 8 points.
Naden, L. F., sub.
Reed, C., 2 points.
Culp, R. G.
Kardatski, L. G.

I..*..*..*..*..*..*..*..*..*..*..,
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GRECIAN FETE TO BE HELD AT
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.
A Grecian festival is being planned
at the University of Southern Cali
fornia for May 1. The carnival, spon
sored by the university, will consist
of several events following through
out the afternoon and evening. There
will be Grecian games, chariot races,
etc., followed by Greek dances, Greek
plays and other Greek folk lore. This
will be followed by a colorful Greek
ball.
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Internal Medical and X-Ray
Diognosis

Res. Phone 788
A. E. NEWLAND, M. D.
Surgery

Drs. Sellers and Newland
With particular attention to Diabetes and Diseases of
Port. X-Ray for Bedside Use

Masonic Bldg.
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Mildred Kellar—"Who is the Prince |
of Wales?"
|
Mr. Miller (at breakfast table)—
Dr. Whitenack—"The one
who \
"I'm taking a post graduate course in swallowed Jonah."
I
etiquette."
|
Mrs. Duryea—"You are! What
Helen Rippley (at table)—"Are you ?#
text do you use?"
fond of tea?"
Mr. Miller—"Bothwell."
Carlton Shultz—"Yes, but I like the
next letter better."
Wilcox (suffering with eore eyes)—
"I will never look at the girls again."
She (teasingly to young doctor)—JOKES.

Reed—"I have a load on my head."
Clark—"Better get a haircut."

"Well, have you had any patients?"
He—"Oh, sure!
week."

I

got

one

last

For years and years the
manufacturer of

T, U's,
CLASS JEWELRY

Dr, Faris & Faris

I

Optometrists & Eye Specialists f

fresh young
She—"And he's still living?"
Lemon—You're
For Spectacles and Eye Glasses
thing."
"That youngest son of yours doesn't
When you get 'em of Dr. Farris
Peach—"Go on; you're a sour old
seem to do you any credit, Uncle
they are O. K.
maid!"
Mose," remarked the parson to one
122 E. Fourth S.
MARION
"Mel"—"May I call you revenge?" of his colored parishioners.
"Lovey" "Why?"
"No. sa*L parson. He's the wustest
chile Oh evah had. He's mighty bad.
Mel—"Because revenge is sweet.'
Fact, he's de white sheep ob de whole
Lovey—"Certainly, if you will let famjjy >>
I
me call you vengeance.'
|
Mel—'"And why call me
venHe—"Have you heard the latest?" i
geance ?»
She"Yes, I just heard the clock •
Upland, Indiana
vengeance is
Lovey — "Because
strike one."
f
mine."
CAPITAL $25,000.00
Prof Blodgett—"Is happiness sub- i
Wayne York (in
Grammar) —
jective or objective?"
i ..Surplus and Profit $8,000.00
" 'Canon' has case number, voice—"
.
Ly°"- Subjective, though
Miss Stanley-"Voice?
How is
outside j
that?"
things have a lot to do with it."
|
I. M. MILLER. President
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Upland State Bank

York—"Sure, it has a voice when
discharged."
Professor—"You have a good brain, i
but you do not use it enough."
i
Ketcham—"Then it's as good as ?

MacLean—"Say Eddie, you'd better
keep your eyes open around here to
day."
Eddie (innocently)—"Why?"
MacLean—"Because you'll look like
an idiot if you go around with them j
shut.

.......... i

Loy Furniture Co,

i •
i

E. L. BRAGG, Cashier

f T

I. C. RHONEMUS

i

We can satisfy you in our line

DENTIST

Come in and give us a chance

I

i

Phones: Office 112, Res. 112-R2 I

•

UPLAND. INDIANA
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Cooley Blk.
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VERGIL ON ADVERTISING.
Pepsodent mazda nabisco
Kodak clupeco ipana
Socony victrola pyralin
Kilowatt kumapart sunkist.
Japalac ammo lux stacomb
Sozodent musterole sterno
Linoleum djer-kiss v-basin
Aspirin resinol jello.
Valspar Nujol cuticura
Bon ami umco wheatena
Alemite yuban fatima
Rotarex welsbach rit karo.
Kolynos herpicide westclox
Duz balitoris zip klaxon
Cadillac mah jongg delco
Nujol exide mentholatum.
—Lord Jeff.

L. J. Mc ATEE & CO.
Picture Framing
Artists Supplies and Mirrors
312 S. BOOTS STREET

MARION, INDIANA

Grant Trust & Savings Co.
"THE BANK OF THE PEOPLE"

Below is a clipping which Mr. E. 0.
Rice, cur business manager, received
from his mother, of Minneapolis,
Minn.:
PRAISE CHILD PREACHER
Minneapolis Girl, 12, Substitutes In
Pulpit For Father.
A 12-year-old girl, substituting for
her pastor-father in the pulpit, drew
such large crowds to a small house of
worship here one Sunday recently
that police were necessary to keep
the crowd from interrupting her ser
mon.
Speaking from familiar texts, Mar
ion Crawford, the young daughter of
the Rev. R. H. Crawford, pastor of
the Minnehaha Congregational church
told those who crowded every nook
in the little place of the value of the
Bible to the youth of today. She
preached for an hour and then was
acclaimed by her listeners.
Marion's occupation of the pulpit
followed that of her 15-year-old broth
er Stuart, the Sunday previous. The
children receive their incentive from
their father, who holds the theory that
preachers cannot start too young.
"Children often know the needs of
other children far better than grown
folk," the father declared. "If the
country is to improve and crime stop, '
the children must take an active part
in church life."
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ORVILLE ALLEN

DENTIST
Phone 2858
Marion, Ind.
X-Ray Equipment
508 Marion National Bank
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Marion, Indiana

Toilet Sundries
Stationery

Sporting Goods
Physicians' Supplies
PIONEER DRUG STORE
The fH&xaiJL Stare

Upland.

Indiana

Kodaks
Books

Paints
Wall Paper

CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS AND SHOES
FOR MEN AND BOYS

Cronin & Chalfant
Hie Home of Hart, Scha ffner & Marx Clothes
HARTFORD CITY. INDIANA
Special Discount given to Taylor University Students

H O O V E R ' S
THE LEADING HOME FURNISHERS
Cash—or—Credit
Hartford City
Indiana

S E E -

K. E. Maynard
For BIBLES

|
DR. F. L. RESLER
1 PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON I
Office Over Postoffice
i Phones: Office 1132; Res. 104 ?
Upland, Indiana
!

i

Taylor University
"The College that Cares for the Soul"

Where people from a l l sections have delightfull fellowship.
Where verified science is taught without vain philosophies.
Where the word of God is "the man of our counsel."
Where the highest collegiate standards are sanely interpreted.
Where the love of righteousness and the evangelistic passion
are instilled.
Where the young people find there sentiments favored, with
out the snares of modern vice.
Where scores have received their vision and recepted t h e i r
call for life.

For catalogue, address Taylor University, Upland, Ind.

